GDPR

GDPR governance & DPO dashboard
Corporater offers an all-in-one actionable dashboard solution that gives your Data Protection Officer complete
oversight into your compliance activities related to GDPR.
Corporater clearly maps roles and responsibilities, increases awareness of data protection requirements, highlights
deficiencies and areas needing improvement, and can reduce overall organizational risks related to your data handling
activities.
Corporater GDPR integrates with your existing systems to provide a complete overview of all your data protection
activities:
Implement GDPR projects and activities
Monitor GDPR metrics
Audit GDPR articles

GDPR: Data Protection Officer dashboard
Corporater’s Data Protection Officer (DPO) dashboard
provides key performance indicators aggregated from
across the organisation on data items including:

Finally the Corporater solution will provide the DPO
with oversight and management of any active
investigations, including the ability to roll back to
prior investigations, combined with a repository of
regulator communications, good practice
documentation gathered from the organisation and
any key documents that require central access.

Corporater’s DPO dashboard solution can also
act as a single repository to oversee and store
the inventory of processing operations with
associated categories based on information
provided to them by the various departments
in their organisation responsible for the
processing of personal data.
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Initiatives
Corporater’s actionable dashboard enables the tracking
of any associated initiatives including the status of internal
and external audits, training programmes and IT/system
adjustments. Any initiative that is deemed important for
the DPO to oversee can be plugged into Corporater to
enable oversight and monitoring capability. In addition,
Corporater’s solution will track all actions categorised as
required and can rank and sort aged actions and owners
to ensure the DPO is clear on who is responsible to
complete which tasks and when – ensuring the DPO can
follow up on tasks that are overdue based on time criteria.
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The DPO dashboard enables the DPO to
oversee all active DSAR, linking to underlying
monitoring systems, or inputting information
directly into Corporater. Linked with any
contextual or associated commentary added
by team members.

Assessments
With Corporater’s solution, the DPO can oversee
on-going assessments in a single, central place providing
criticality scoring and evaluation. Combined with a
ranked table of assessment risks, processing risks and any
other flagged risks associated with assessments, sorted
based on specific criteria defined by the DPO.
Corporater’s dashboard will also provide an ability to drill
down into each assessment in more detail and perform
further analysis onto risk heat maps. Additionally the
DPO is able to allocate or monitor all mitigating actions.

Please contact us for more
information and a demonstration
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